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In this paper, we study gas breakdown in micro/nanogaps at atmospheric pressure from low RF to

high millimeter band. For gaps larger than about 10 lm, the breakdown voltage agrees with

macroscale vacuum experiments, exhibiting a sharp decrease at a critical frequency, due to

transition between the boundary- and diffusion-controlled regimes, and a gradual increase at very

high frequencies as a result of inefficient energy transfer by field. For sub-micron gaps, a much

lower breakdown is obtained almost independent of frequency because of the dominance of field

emission. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817978]

Gas breakdown in AC fields is not well understood for

micro/nanogaps especially in GHz to THz frequency range.

In such gaps, breakdown could occur at relatively low vol-

tages which may generate electric fields in the order of tens

of V/lm.1 While achieving gas breakdown is desirable in

several applications that involve microplasma generation,2,3

it can lead to performance degradation and failure in micro

and nanoelectronic devices and circuits.4,5 It has been well

established that gas discharges at all length scales are driven

by an interplay of three major mechanisms of electron-

impact ionization (EII), secondary electron emission (SEE),

and field emission (FE).1 In gaps >7 lm, it has been shown

that EII and SEE are the key mechanisms responsible for

breakdown and the physics is accurately captured by the tra-

ditional Paschen curve.1 It was also established later6 that FE

due to electron tunneling at the cathode becomes the domi-

nant mechanism for smaller gaps7,8 resulting in various

modified Paschen curves and other scaling laws that capture

all the relevant physics in the entire range of gap sizes.9,10

The DC11,12 and low RF breakdown13–15 have been

addressed extensively through theory, simulations, and

measurements. In contrast, gas breakdown due to high fre-

quency time-varying fields especially in micro/nanogaps16–18

remains poorly understood and has not been described by a

general scaling law. The AC breakdown problem has been

studied since 1950s.19,20 A few generalizations also exist for

breakdown voltage as a function of frequency-gap f � d and

pressure-gap p� d based on vacuum experiments. These

breakdown relationships, however, do not apply when the

same p� d values are obtained in GHz to THz gaps at

atmospheric pressures when the excitation frequency

becomes comparable with the particle collision frequency.

While a few theories to calculate breakdown field in high

frequencies exist in literature,21–23 these are highly restric-

tive when applied to micro/nanogaps. For example, AC air

breakdown model introduced in Ref. 21, considers neither

FE nor SEE effects that are important at nano/microgaps.24

The main goal of this paper is to investigate the frequency

response of breakdown voltage in atmospheric pressure

micro/nanoscale gaps. We apply numerical plasma simula-

tions to characterize the behavior of the breakdown voltage as

a function of applied frequency. The results are used to define

various regimes in the frequency domain, delineated by dis-

tinct driving mechanisms. An approach for finding a critical
frequency as a function of gap size, gas and electrode proper-

ties is then formulated. The quantitative results provide a bet-

ter understanding of high frequency micro and nanoscale gas

breakdown useful for development of accurate high-frequency

breakdown theories and evaluation of safe operating regimes

for RF micro and nanoelectronics.

The breakdown process in gap lengths in the range of

hundreds of nm to a few lm is modeled using the particle-

in-cell with Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) method.25,26

It is assumed that the dimensions of the electrodes are much

larger than the gap size and the discharge is considered to

be one-dimensional (1-D). This simplifying assumption

allows a detailed analysis of the fundamental physics

involved and is a valid assumption for a large number of

micro and nanoplasma problems. The operating pressure for

all cases was taken as 760 Torr and gas temperature of

300 K was assumed to be constant. In order to obtain the

breakdown voltage (Vbd), the time evolution of electron

number density is tracked. The Vbd value corresponds to the

switch between decreasing to increasing behavior of the

electron number density inside the gap. In order to minimize

the total number of simulations, the Vbd value for a given

frequency was obtained with about 2% uncertainty. The fre-

quency range is considered from DC to hundreds of GHz to

clearly distinguish the various regimes in the frequency

domain with each regime controlled by a certain discharge

mechanism.

Three included electron-neutral collisions are elastic

scattering, electronic excitation, and ionization. The excited

neutrals, however, are not tracked since it is assumed that

their lifetimes are very short and do not modify the relevant

physics, significantly. Two ion-neutral collisions including

elastic scattering and charge exchange are considered. Also,a)Electronic mail: asemnani@purdue.edu
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it is assumed that the magnetic field is negligible and

Poisson’s equation is solved instead of the full set of

Maxwell’s equations. The timestep varies between 10�17 and

10�15 s to satisfy the standard timestep restrictions for nu-

merical convergence of PIC/MCC technique by considering

also the cell sizes equal to 20 nm.26

The plasma dynamics in DC discharges is relatively

straightforward when compared to time-varying fields. In

DC, charged particles are generated due to EII, SEE, and FE

with electrons and ions drifting, respectively, towards the an-

ode and cathode where they are absorbed at the walls.

Recombination reactions also contribute to a small fraction

of loss of charged species. When the generation rate

becomes higher than the loss rate, charge accumulation in

the gap eventually leads to DC breakdown. However when

in RF cases, the polarities of the electrodes change every

half cycle, the following three scenarios could occur depend-

ing on the gap length, gas composition, amplitude, and fre-

quency of the applied field.

1. The frequency is sufficiently low such that a large frac-

tion of electrons and ions reach and are lost to the elec-

trodes each half cycle before the polarities are reversed.

2. The frequency is high enough such that the electrons

with higher drift velocities are still lost to the walls but

the ions are trapped in the gap since their drift velocity

is significantly lower than the electrons.

3. The frequency is very high resulting in the trapping of

both electrons and ions in the gap.

The first two scenarios are qualitatively similar to the

dynamics in DC discharge. However in the third scenario,

absorption by the walls is eliminated resulting in a rapid

increase in the number of electrons which in turn participate

in ionizing collisions to increase the number of ions. Under

these conditions, gas breakdown occurs at a significantly

lower voltage compared to the first two scenarios. It has

been shown27 that for a given gap length, d, electrons do not

reach the boundaries if the applied frequency is larger than a

critical frequency, fcr, given by

fcr ¼
eVrms

pm�cd2
; (1)

where e is the electron charge, Vrms represents the root mean

square voltage, and m is the mass of the electrons. Also, �c is

the electron-neutral collision frequency which is estimated by

�c ¼ C� p; (2)

where p is the pressure in Torr and C is a gas dependent

parameter which is equal to 4:2� 109 and 5:3�
109 ðs�1 Torr�1Þ for nitrogen and argon, respectively.1

In order to quantitatively demonstrate the influence of

frequency on the breakdown voltage, simulations are per-

formed for two different operating conditions. The first case

is a 19 lm gap with nitrogen gas and copper electrodes with

a work function, u, of 4.7 eV. Field enhancement factor (b)

due to surface roughness of electrodes was taken as 70,

which is a typical value based on measurements performed

using microstructures.28 The SEE coefficient, cse, was set to

0.1 based on an empirical equation,1

cse ¼ 0:016� ðIE� 2uÞ; (3)

where IE is the ionization energy of the gas in eV.

The frequency response of breakdown voltage for the

nitrogen-copper case for frequencies ranging from 100 MHz

to 1 THz is presented in Fig. 1. It is observed that for fre-

quencies less than the critical frequency (6.3 GHz as

reported in Table I), variation of the breakdown voltage is

small (less than 10% up to 5 GHz). This frequency range cor-

responds to the first two scenarios where most of the elec-

trons reach the electrodes thereby being lost resulting in

similar effective breakdown voltages for both DC and RF

fields. Since this region is characterized by frequencies lower

than the critical frequency, it was referred as low frequency

breakdown regime in some literature.20 However, since it

can continue up to tens of GHz for microgaps, we refer to

this regime as the boundary controlled regime which implies

that the breakdown is governed by boundary processes such

as FE and SEE depending on the gap size. A small increase

of breakdown voltage in this region is due to decrease in the

number of ions that reach the cathode as frequency increases.

This in turn decreases SEE which is the main driving mecha-

nism for a 19 lm gap and hence increases Vbd.

For frequencies close to the critical frequency, a sharp

reduction in breakdown voltage is observed in Fig. 1, which

is due to the accumulation of electrons in gap as explained in

the third scenario. This regime can be referred to as the tran-
sition regime. For frequencies greater than the critical fre-

quency, the breakdown voltage is almost constant and is

approximately a factor of three lower than the DC

FIG. 1. Frequency response of breakdown voltage and the predicted critical

frequency point in a 19 lm nitrogen gap with copper electrodes.

u ¼ 4:7 eV; b ¼ 70, and cse ¼ 0:1.

TABLE I. DC Breakdown voltages and predicted critical frequencies for

various operating conditions.

Gas cse Gap ðlmÞ
DC breakdown

voltage (V)

Predicted critical

frequency (GHz)

Nitrogen 0.1 19 130 6.3

Argon 0.05 0.5 33 1830a

2 110 382a

5 190 105

10 177 24.6

15 172 10.6

Argon 0.09 15 145 8.96

Argon 0.13 15 130 8.03

aDue to FE dominated regime, the reduction of breakdown voltage at critical

frequency is negligible.
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breakdown voltage for this specific case. This regime, where

the primary electron loss mechanism is diffusion (depending

only on the operating pressure), is referred to as diffusion
controlled regime. Finally, it is seen that at very high fre-

quencies, breakdown voltage again starts increasing. This

trend can be explained using the fact that the energy gained

by electrons in the field decreases with increasing fre-

quency.1 This is a direct consequence of the decrease in elec-

tron oscillation amplitude as frequency increases. As a

result, for the electrons to acquire sufficient energy to ionize

neutrals and trigger an avalanche breakdown, the applied

voltage has to be increased. This regime is referred to as the

inertia controlled regime.

The first 10 ns time history of mean number densities of

electrons and ions are shown in Fig. 2 for 6 and 6.5 GHz

excitations. The mean number densities were obtained by

time-averaging over half cycles. While for the same value of

the applied voltage of 90 V, the number of electrons and ions

continues to increase for 6.5 GHz, 200 MHz beyond the criti-

cal frequency, they decay for 6 GHz which is 300 MHz lower

than the critical point. The difference in behavior between

the 6 and 6.5 GHz is particularly striking considering that the

frequency difference is only about 8% thereby clearly dem-

onstrating the significance of the critical frequency

(6.3 GHz) and the substantial decrease in breakdown voltage

after the critical frequency.

The second case considered in this work used argon gas

and nickel electrodes where u was taken as 5.15 eV and b and

cse were chosen as 55 and 0.05, respectively. Five different

gap sizes of 0.5, 2, 5, 10, and 15 lm were chosen for compari-

son. It has been shown24 that in a 500 nm gap, the almost only

mechanism responsible for breakdown is FE. However, in 2

and 5 lm gaps, all three discharge mechanisms contribute. On

increasing the gap size further to 10 and 15 lm, FE does not

play any role with EII and SEE being the primary mechanisms

responsible for breakdown. Therefore, the selected gap sizes

allow us to understand frequency response of FE driven, tran-

sition and macroscale regimes of the modified Paschen curve

for a time-varying field.

The simulation results for breakdown voltage of argon

gap with nickel electrodes are summarized in Fig. 3. The criti-

cal frequency decreases rapidly with increasing gap length as

can be seen in this figure. This is due to larger distance that

electrons should pass to reach the electrodes and results in

wider diffusion controlled regions in larger gaps. The decrease

in breakdown voltage at the critical frequency is related to the

contribution of FE to breakdown with a lower decrease indi-

cating a higher FE contribution. Hence, although the predicted

critical frequency for the 500 nm gap (Table I) is beyond the

frequency range considered here, the reduction in the break-

down voltage will be negligible due to FE dominant regime.24

For the same reason, the decrease in breakdown voltage for

the 2 lm gap which occurs at around fcr ¼ 382 GHz is quite

small. However, the variation of breakdown voltage for larger

gaps which have low contribution from FE is large and strik-

ingly similar to the results shown in Fig. 1 for nitrogen with

copper electrodes. The width of the diffusion controlled re-

gime also increases with the gap size.

For validating our simulations, frequency responses of a

15 lm argon gap for various values of cse were compared to

experimental results20 and are included in Fig. 4. The

FIG. 2. Time variation of mean value of electrons and ions number densities

in a 19 lm nitrogen gap with copper electrodes for 6 and 6.5 GHz excita-

tions. u ¼ 4:7 eV; b ¼ 70, and cse ¼ 0:1.

FIG. 3. Frequency response of breakdown voltages and the predicted critical

frequency points in 0.5, 2, 5, 10, and 15 lm argon gaps with nickel electro-

des. u ¼ 5:15 eV; b ¼ 55, and cse ¼ 0:05.

FIG. 4. Comparison of simulated and measured frequency response of

breakdown voltages and the predicted critical frequency points in a 15 lm

argon gap with nickel electrodes. u ¼ 5:15 eV; b ¼ 55, and cse ¼ 0:05,

0.09, and 0.13.
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measurements were performed for DC to 1 MHz, 10�8 to

600 Torr, and 1 cm gap and were mapped to our high fre-

quency atmospheric pressure microgap case by using f � d
and p� d scaling factors. In general, good agreement is

observed between measurement and simulation results for

cse of 0.13. The main reason for the differences is that the

presented experimental results in the boundary controlled re-

gime are for p� d ¼ 1 Torr-cm, whereas, our simulations

are for p� d ¼ 1:14 Torr-cm. Lack of information about

several other experimental parameters is also affective. As

expected, it is observed that changing cse varies the break-

down voltage only in the boundary controlled regime and

has negligible effects on the diffusion and inertia controlled

regimes in which, the ions do not have time to reach the elec-

trodes and consequently there is no SEE, anymore.

According to Eq. (1), the breakdown voltage has to be

known in advance to obtain the critical frequency which

could be a potential disadvantage. However, since it was

shown that the breakdown voltage does not change signifi-

cantly in the boundary controlled regime, the DC breakdown

voltage can be used instead of Vrms to obtain an approximate

critical frequency. This would be a useful evaluation tool in

finding failure regimes in high frequency micro/nanoelec-

tronics. As described earlier, several well established theo-

ries exist to estimate the DC breakdown voltage for given

operating conditions.9,10 In order to verify this, DC break-

down voltages and the corresponding estimation of the criti-

cal frequencies are tabulated in Table I for all cases. The

estimated critical frequencies are in good agreement with

those observed from PIC/MCC simulations summarized in

Figs. 1 and 3.

In summary, frequency response of breakdown voltage

of atmospheric pressure micro and nanoscale gaps was inves-

tigated using PIC/MCC simulations. It was shown that the

frequency domain can be classified into four distinct break-

down regimes depending on the applied frequency. A critical

frequency below which the breakdown is predominantly

boundary controlled thereby resembling DC breakdown was

observed. At around the critical frequency, the breakdown

voltage displays a sharp decrease thereby transitioning to a

regime where breakdown is diffusion controlled. At very

high frequencies, the electrons no longer gain sufficient

energy from the field thereby unable to participate in ioniz-

ing collisions. This leads to an increase in breakdown volt-

age at very high frequencies depending on the gap size. An

approximate expression for predicting the critical frequency

based on DC breakdown voltage was proposed and verified

with the PIC/MCC simulations. This expression can be used

to determine the range of safe operating voltages/frequencies

for micro and nanoelectronic devices and circuits. The

results of this work will also aid in verification of analytical

models to describe the frequency response of micro/nano-

scale breakdown by extending the existing models for DC

breakdown.

This paper is based upon work supported by the

National Science Foundation under Grant No. 1202095.
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